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C 0 M M 0 N W E A L T H E D I S 0 N COMPANY 

Dr. Peter_A. Morris, Dire~tor 
Division of Reactor Licensing 
U.S. Atomic·Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C. 20545 

9 July 

Subject: Additional· Information Re+ative to 
Provisional Operating License DPR-19 
for Dresden Unit 2, Docket #50-237 

Dear Dr. Morris: Regulatory File Cy. 

The purpose of this letter iis to provide you with additional 
information relative to the use of furnace sensitized stain.Less 
steel components in Dresden Unit 2. 

Attached hereto is Exhibit I which contains a list of -fur
nace sensitized stainless steel internal brackets and safe ends 
and a discussion of the consequences of failure of each of the 
internal brackets .. 

In addition to three signed originals, 19 copies of this 
information are also submitted. 
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SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to " 

beforfi me this 0# day 
of '4,r.ky , 1970. r .. 
"4 !//} ~ / 1c:;-vte,f!.r·d ~ c:_~&i-'J/f,/..___ .. 

' Notary Public 

Very truly yours, 
• :,..sl j 

~°:e~~ 
Assistant to ~~[1 

President 

DOCKETED 
USAEC 
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· Rec:eivod w/~tr Dated ··;:-- f'... ?'0 

Information on Dresden 2 

Sensitized Stainles~ Steel Internal Brack~ts, 

Safe Ends and Consequences of Failure 

of Each of the Internal Brackets 

·:t. A list of the Dresden 2 RPV sensitized:internal brackets and safe-ends 

· A. The f'urnn.c.e sensitized internal brackets in the Drescleri. 2 vessel are: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 
5 .. 

6. 

-'/!-
7. 

Upper and lower steam dryer guide brackets (2 upper .and 2 lm·:rer). 
. Upper a.J.1d lower surveillance specimen holder brackets . ( 6 upper and 
· 6 lower). 

Steam dryer support brackets (four). 
Feedwatcr sparger brackets (eight). 
Core spre.y line brackets· (four, with 2 studs each). These 1-rere · in
stal.led by the vessel vendor. Four more brackets were installed in 
the field 1·1hich are not furnace sensitized . 

. shioud head guide bracket pads (two.). "' The brackets are installed in 
the field e.nd are not furnace sensitized~ 
.Jet p'..U!!p riser support pads (h;enty). ~The braces are installed in 
the field and are not furnace sensitized. 

· B. The furnace sensitized stainless steel nozzle safe:-ends on tlie Dresden 2 
Vesi:.el are: 

l. 
2. 
3. 

. 4 .. 
5. 
6. 

Recircule.t:i.on Outlet (two, 28-inch). 
RedrcU:~ation Inlet (ten, 12-inch). 
Isolat.:i.on Cor1d.enser ( tuo, llj.-inch). 
Vent (Top Hi?.2.u.) (one, . lr--i11ch, flanged). 
CRD Hycl. Syst. Hct. (one, 3-inch). 
c"ore L1P a1·l()_. Liqu:i.d Control (one, 2-inch). 
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7, 
8. 
9. 

10. 

•• .. 
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Level instrumentation (four, 2-inch). 
Instrumentation (Top Head (two, 6-inch, 
Core Spray (t~10, 10-inch). 
Jet Pump Inst. (two, 4-inch). 

/\ 
flanged). \ 

·\· 

·\ ., 
\ 

II. A Short discussion for each of the brackets of the consequences of failure. 

. ,··. 

A. The consequences of failure of each of the brackets listed in I.A. are: 

l. 

..... 

2. 

...... _, 

The purpose of the steam dryer guide brackets is to anchor steam 
dryer guide.rods in place radially and tangentially while allowing 
for relative axial growth between the pressure vessel and the guide 
rod. If an upper and lower pair of steam dryer guide brackets 
should become completely separated from the vessel during reactor 
operation, the rod and brad:ets wouid fall dovm about 8 inches and 
remain captured by the steam dryer guide channel. The lower guide 
bracket, not captured by the rod, could, depending on the chain of 
events, fall free of the guide rod and fall to the shroud support. 
This bracket, in the process of falling, could improbably be sucked 
into the recirculation outlet nozzle tq the recirculation pump, 
causing damage to the pump. However, the outlet is about 50 inches 
tangentially from the spot directly- unde:r the 131J.iae brP.cket anrl 
horizontal annular flow velocities are low. Considering the weight 
of the bracket (,._. 5 lbs), the likelihood of its being swept into the 
outlet is extremely low. The loose piece may fail on the jet pump 
instrwnentation lines causing some damage. 

If an upper bracket only should sever completely from the vessel, 
the rod would fall a short distance (,,__., 2") into the lower bracket, 
bottomtng out. The upper rod would rest either against the vessel 
or in the guide channel on the dryer assembly. No flow induced vi
bra,tion would be expected in this relatively dead Hater channel. If 

···the dryer skirt vibrates, light chaffing of the vessel clad and 
dryer skirt coUld occur. 

If a lower bracket of the Dryer Guide Rod should separate from the 
vesse~ wall, the bracket could fall to .the shroud support plate area 
and possibly, but not likely, be sucked into the recirculation out-

. let as described above. (See Item 6 for discussion of shroud head 
· guide rod brackets. ) 

Holders containing surveillance specimens are attacbed to the sur
veillance specimen brackets. If the upper bracket should breaJ~ off 
.the vessel wall Hhile in operat~_on, the sample holder would fall, 
str:i.ke the. recirc_ulation inlet elbow top surface, slide off and come 
to rest on the shroud support shelf leaning on a jct pump, or the 
shroud, or the vessel wall. F'low induced vibration could cause 
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chaffing damage to the jet pumps. _If this bracket should break 
near the jet pump instrumentation n.ozzle azimuth, a glancing blow 
on the recirculation inlet elbow may translate the holder tangenti
ally enough to come dmm on the instrument lines in that cluster 
causing damage to the lines or chaffing by flow induced vibration_ 
of the parts in contact. 

If a lower bracket brealrn off, the spring tension release may cause 
the hoJ_der to hop off the upper bracket which will yield the same 
result as the previous paragraph. If the holder does not hop off, 
-for one reason or another, the holder will hang in place and pos
sibly swing tangentially with cross flow. If the amount of swing is 
large enough, the holder will strike the riser brace arms, causing 
some impact damage. If the holder comes apart (not e2..rpected) the 
samples could be dropped to the shroud support or on jet pump in
strwnentation lines. It is practically inconceivable that any of 
these brackets or loose parts could find their way to the recircu
lation outlet because of the distances and annular velocities in
volved. 

3. If a single steam dryer support bracket falls off the vessel, it 
ccru.ld. C&:"C..GE: 5ul"fie clar11age as noted. above. If two non-aoJ acent ciryer 
support brackets broke off_ no more tha_-r1 tipping of the cfryer is ex
pected; ·no more than "'""'3 inches of tip could be expected. The dryer 
skirt in this case would rest against the shroud head bolts and 
shroud head bolt support ring. _ If two or more adjacent dryer support 
brackets_ broke. off, the dryer would fall onto the_ feedHater .spargers 
and/ or steam separator assembly causing damage or_ failure of those 
parts. Displacement of the dryer could break instrumentation leads 
in that region. -

4 .. Failure of a single feedwater sparger bracket while operating would 
cause the remaining pre-load of the sparger to be released against 

- the thermal sleeve joint. The feedwater jet reaction would tend to 
'balance this force but manifold jet vibration could cause dama,ge to 

and eventual failure of the feedwater Sparger and remaining bracket 
arid or thermal sleeve. Failure of both brackets on a single sparger 
causes the sparger "to be ejected toward the steam separatcn~ assembly 

- coming to rest against the shroud head bolts. This may jam the 
adjacent shroud head bolts and inhibit norrnal shroud head assembly 
removal. The restraining pins may vibrate· out and free the brol-;:en 
brackets to fall into- the arumlus region with similar damage as dis- _ 
cussed above. 

5, The core spray line brackets which '·rere vessel vendor installed 
could, should they fail, cause damage to the recirculation prn11p ils 
discussed above. These brackets are intended to limit vibration of 

' -
-. .li_ 
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the core spray line and if missing would not perform that function. 
These pipes would then be subject to fatigue damage caused by steam 
separator discharge induced vibration. 

6~ Should the shroud head guide bracket pads fail the shroud head guide 
bracket (field installed) would come off the vessel. The guide rod 
would slide down into the lateral support bracket provided on the 
shroud until binding occurred or until the instrument lines a.rid 
clamps stop it. The top of the shroud head guide rod would rest 
against the vessel, feedwater sparger brackets and core spray line, 
or steam separator stand-pipes and braces. The turbulence of the 

7. 

_f'low in this region will cause the rod to move freely. Eventual 
failure of the shroud bracket may result with the guide rod falling 
to the bottom of the annulus and damaging the jet plLmp instrumenta
tion lines and pulliri.g vibration instrument leads '"flth it. These 
small leads could break up in small pieces depending on their even
tual exposure to cross flow in the shroud-vessel a..D.nulus and be 
swept into the recirculation system. 

If a jet pwnp riser support pad breaks off the pressm·e vessel wall 
during o:per?..tion~ t.b8 ;:i.r1flj t.ion~.l lo~.dine: arpl:i.ed on the J:'P.TIJ;'.2j_nine: 
riser brace arm will cause it to fail. If both riser brace pads 
have failed. the riser is free to move tangentially and radially 
causing darnage to the recirculation inlet thermal sleeve, mixers and 
diffusers. If this causes riser or thermal sleeve failure,. core 
flo~1 degradation may result. 

III. Stress e:>cpected in the various brackets 

.......... 

A. The stresses expected in the various brackets listed in I.A. above are 
as follows: 

· 1. During normci.l operation, the stresses in the upper and lower steam 
dryer guide brackets will be negligible. When the dryer is being 
installed in the vessel or re.i11oved from it, the stress inf.ensity for 
primary stresses may be as high as 12.7 KSI for the upper bracket 
and 10.2 KSI for the lower bracket and the shear stresses may be as 

·.-.high as 3.72 KSI and 1.88 KSI for the upper and lower brackets 
. respectively. 

· .2. During normal operation, the stresses in the upper and lower sur
veillance specimen· bracl~ets should be negligible. 1-nJen the specimen 
holders are being installed or removed the stress intensity for 
primary stresses may be as high as 3. 50 KSI :Ln the upper bracket and 
2.85 KSI in the lower bra.cket ·wh:i.le the shear stresses may be as 

·: .. ·· high as 0. 26 KSI and 0. 28 KSI in the upper and lower brackets 
respectively.· 

~ .. 

. T. .. 
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3. During normal steady state operation the stress intensity in the 
steam dryer support brackets for primary stresses could be as high 
as 7. 54 KSI with· shear stresses of 1. 98 KSI • During heat-up and 
cooJ_-dm-m, additional loads will be imposed by friction between the 
dryer and the supports as the dryer expands and contracts relative 
to the vessel. When these loads are combined with the steady state 
loads. we have for the stress intensity for primary stresses a value 
of 9.52 KSI with a shear stress of 1.98. 

When we combine the stresses from the operating basis earthq_uake 
w.ith the steady state stresses we then have for the primary stresses 
a stress intensity of 18.84 KSI and a shear stress of 2.24 KSI. 
These loads are to be compared with Sin= 15.8 KSI, 1.5 Sin= 23.7 
KSI, o.6 Sin= 9.5 KSI and Sy@ 546°F = 17.8 KSI. 

The stress intensity given above for the steady state cond.i tion 
with the operating basis earthquake exceeds the yield stress for 
Type 304 stainless steel at 5~6°F; however, this should not·be a 
cause for concern because these stresses ·were calculated on the 
asswnption that the load 1-las applied at the extreme inboard eni 
of the braeket ano.; in ·addition, the effect 01· the large fillet 
welds (much larger than m:e shown on the vendor drawing) was igno:!.·eci • . 
The actual stresses, then, should be less than yield stress. 

·. 4. The stresses in the feedwater Sparger bracket are negligi.ble. 'fhey 
are less than 0.2 KSI. 

5. There will be no stresses. in the core. spray line brackets which 1·:rere 
installed by the vessel vendor except during core spray operation. 
During core spray operation the stress will be 0.32 KSI. 

During normal operation the stresses in the field-installed core 
·spray line brackets will be·3.2 KSI •. During core spray operation 
~here will be no stresses. 

Field installed core spray line brackets are welded to stainless 
steel plates which a1~e themselves welded to the vessel wall by 
fillet welds. The shear stress in these fillet welds during normal 
operation is 1. 5 KSI, and will be zero during core spray operation. 

6. During normal operation the stresses iri the shroud head guide 
brackets are negligible. During installation or removal of the 
shroud head the stress intensity for prima.Yy stresses may be as 
high as 23.2 KSI i·r.ith shear stresses of 5.2 KSI. At room tempera
ture, Sm = 20 KSI and Sy = 30 KSI • 

... 
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7. The primary stresses in the jet pump riser braces are nesligible 
· except for vibration. induced stresses which are approximately 
2.1 KSI. The stress intensity range for the swn of primary plus 
secondary stresses expected in the braces is 24.3 KSI. These· 
stresses are caused by differential·thermal expansion between the 
vessel wall and the riser a.11d riser braces. The stresses reported 
above are the stresses in the leaves of the brace arms where the 
leaves attach to the end piece. The stresses where the end piece 
is attached to the vessel wall are negligible. 
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